
TEMPUR ARC™ STORAGE BED
Elevate your sleep with a bed that’s truly yours – the TEMPUR 
Arc™. A series of beautifully-crafted bed bases, headboards, 
legs and colours – where design is perfectly in line with 
performance. Helping you create the perfect bed for you and 
your bedroom. A TEMPUR Arc™ bed is the perfect complement 
to any TEMPUR® mattress and our unique system of bed bases 
and support types has been carefully designed to optimise the 
performance of your mattress.

Giving you the ultimate TEMPUR® sleep experience.

TEMPUR ARC™ STORAGE
When bedroom space is in short supply, look no further than 
a TEMPUR Arc™ Storage bed base. Not only do they look 
luxurious and elegant, but they conceal a wealth of practical 
storage inside. Perfect for hiding away bed linens and other 
items. Simply lift up the frame and stow away to your heart’s 
content.

STOTAGE BED BASE
A TEMPUR Arc™ Storage bed isn’t only designed for compact 
living. It’s made for outstanding comfort and support. The bed’s 
double-frame slat system works together with your TEMPUR® 
mattress to perfectly support your body while sleeping. High-
quality steel tubing makes the bed frame reliably robust 
and durable. While wide-opening ottoman hinges ensure 
comfortable lifting and easy access to stored items inside. For 
the ultimate combination of storage and support.

EASY INSTALLATION
The TEMPUR Arc™ bed range makes the often-complex 
process of assembly simpler than ever. Our modular system 
of components ensures every bed is easy to design, move 
and assemble. In fact, no tools are needed to put the easy to 
assemble TEMPUR Arc™ bed together, meaning your bed can 
be brought to life in minutes.

CUSTOMISATION
The beauty of a TEMPUR Arc™ bed is that it can be tailored 
to your needs. Thanks to our modular system of bed bases, 
support frames, headboards, legs, colours, and accessories, 
you can choose and create the perfect customisable bed 
for you. And if your style or needs change over time, so can 
your TEMPUR Arc™ bed. Giving you a flexible long-lasting 
personalised bed that evolves with you.




